
APS (All-in-one Production System) product is a comprehensive solution for integrating the various operations required in studios 
and live broadcast applications. It is high efficiency, stable, and reliable and also provide a wide range of inputs and capabilities in 
the production cycle, and recording and broadcast studios. Also, due to its very small dimensions and low power consumption, it can 
be used as an ideal solution in outside broadcast units. This product is a comprehensive range of fully featured.
The panels offer all the live manual control capabilities needed by national broadcasters, regional stations and outside broadcast 
units. This product appears in two versions: APS-2000 and APS-3000.

The APS panel is the interface between 
the user and the main frame and is able 
to transfer commands and information 
through the network to the main frame 
and the Playout system.

The main task of this section is to manage 
offline video content. The Playout section 
includes two separate software called 
Server and Client, which interact with 
each other to manage the scheduling 
of broadcast pre-stored content on local 
storage or on the network.

This section is the main processing 
part of the system, which can perform 
the desired operation in real-time on 
live images. The frame is designed as 
a 3U sub-rack with a redundant power 
supply which provides high reliability, 
possibility to upgrades the system, 
personalization capabilities based on 
user requirements and ease of repair 
with its modular structure.



Key Features

• Modularity
Unlike some similar products, in SAMIM APS, MIP and Ram Recorder, Delayer Cross Point and other main 
modules are modular and interchangeable. In this way, in the event of a problem in any part of the system, 
it is possible to replace it as hot plug in the shortest time, and no need to remove the system from the 
production chain. This topic is important in live broadcast applications and guaranteeing the stability and 
high reliability of system.

• High Reliability
failure and system failure, the main output of the PGM in the M/E block is connected by a relay to the input of 
the emergency input input signal, which automatically prevents the antenna signal from being interrupted 
if necessary

• Internal CG
One of the unique features of this product is internal CG. It provides to use capabilities like: subtitles with 
direct typing and sending online to PGM / PVW output, digital and Analog Clock, a variety of PIP patterns with 
text editing, Azan timer and similar items

• Audio Processing
In order to integrate the basic operation required in the voice sector, the ability to receive voice as Voice Over 
and its mix are also included in the design of the system. Also, in order to maintain quality, all the processing 
done in this section is 24 bit/48 KHz.

• Integrated Playout
This section is responsible for decoding user-selected files according to the scheduled playlist. The system’s 
expandable internal memory makes it possible to transfer the files needed for playback from the external 
storage to the local memory of the system, according to the user-specified time interval. 

• Possibility to use Up/ Down/ Cross converter on the input of system

• Possibility to receive uncompressed video over IP (ST-2110, SMPTE-2022-5,6,7)



Block Diagram

The APS-2000 is first version of all in one production system. In this product, there is Internal CG, Audio procesing, Integrated playout 
and video switcher with 16 inputs and 1 M/E. Some optional cards that are used in APS-2000 are: Input card, Delayer card, RAM 
Recorder card, Character Generator card, Cross Point card, M/E Processor card, MIP card, AUX card and Controller card. 

Some of processing features are:

• Ability to receive 16 SDI signal with 3G/HD/SDI formats

• Synchronization all inputs with reference signal

• Ability to change the format of the input signals selected by the user with up/down/cross section that is embedded in the input card

• Ability to add PIP, 4 Logo layers and a DSK layer per M/E

• Bypass Relay for main PGM output in order to increase reliability and prevent interruption of output signal

• 2 MIP cards with 8 inputs 

• Internal test pattern generator

• Ability to use Audio Shuffler & Mixer

• Ability to save and recovery all system settings

• Ability to receive SMPTE2022-5,6, ST-2110 streams by using 10G ports

• Ability to receive internet streams and decode them

APS- Series 2000



Main System Architecture
Input card
This card is responsible for receiving 3G/HD/SD signals via the BNC 
connectors on the main frame back panel, that inputs after the Equalize 
operation are synchronized with the reference signal. Another feature 
of this card is the ability to change the input format by using the Up/
Down/Cross Converter. 

Delayer card
The function of this card is to delay the user’s selectable signal from 
the AUX bus, and is capable of applying a delay of up to 40 seconds 
on a signal in HD format. The AUX bus can enter any of the system 
inputs that can be selected on the PGM and PVW bus through the Cross 
Point card as an input signal to the Delayer card. This card is one of the 
system’s optional cards and can be placed in one of the three positions 
assigned to these cards.

Controller card
This card is responsible for managing the connection of the internal 
Ethernet network and its connection to control panel. Also, the output 
of the PFL sound from each M/E mixer is converted to an analog signal 
and connected to the output via this card.

Character Generator card
This card is responsible for producing the internal CG signal of the 
system. it connects to the control panel by using an internal Ethernet 
network. The produced internal CG signal has features such as 
TextCrawler, Text Overlay, Programmable Timer, and the ability to 
support RSS. Azan timer and the PIP patterns are also considered in the 
design of this section.

Cross Point card
All internal connections of video signals are established via this card.



M/E processor card
The main part of processing on the PGM is done by this card. The card 
has four layers of PIP, four layers of Logo Key and a DSK Key layer that 
input signals are from AUX bus. Also, Fade, Cut, Fade to Color and Wipe 
types are supported. This featuers can be manually or automatically 
controlled. In addition, along with the mixer, a basic audio mixer is 
able to mix audio inputs and two voice over audio channels over PGM 
outputs. The user is also able to control the sound of each mixer before 
mixing with PFL output sound.
The M/E Processor card has two PGM outputs, one of them is connected 
to the relay, and in the event of a system failure or power failure, it 
immediately connects the emergency input to the antenna output and 
when the problem is resolved, the M/ E Processor card automatically 
connects the card output to the antenna instead of an emergency input. 

MIP card
In order to monitor the image resources of the system, two MIP cards 
are intended. Each of these cards can resize 8 sources and display them 
in an image by HDMI or SDI outputs. For ease of use, it is possible to 
cascade these cards in the system so that you can see the outputs of 
the two monitoring cards on one monitor.

AUX card
This card accepts and drives the user’s selected signal from input 
sources to the BNC outputs and allows the user to have each of the 
selectable video sources individually on output BNCs. In order to 
increase the signal quality, all outputs are connected to the driver after 
re-clock.

RAM Recorder card
The RAM Recorder is another card that can be used in the main frame. 
The operation of this card is to store part of the input signal selected by 
the user from the AUX bus and replay it. The length of the stored video 
on this card in single channel mode is maximum 40 seconds with HD 
format signal.



APS-2000 Panel
The APS-2000 panel is the interface between the user and the main frame and is able to transfer commands and information through 
the network to the main frame and the Playout system. One of the advantages of this panel is its fanless design, which ensures long-
term performance and no need for periodic service and noise-free operation.

This panel includes: 

      • PVW, PGM and AUX buses
      • 16 keys for selecting inputs
      • two distinct parts for resource switches and apply the desired process to M/E
      • 3-Axis Joystick and 4 rotaries
      • Two USB ports for connecting the keyboard and memory
      • Two 7-inch touch LCDs
      • Possibility to use larger screens (the ability to connect external monitor using the HDMI and USB port)



Panel Interface
The APS Panel connects to the main frame by network port. In the system architecture, the redundant port of the network is also 
included so that if the first link is interrupted, the connection of the panel to the sub-rack will not be disturbed. This feature will be very 
important in live streaming and in order to increase the reliability of the system. There are two USB ports on the panel to connect the 
flash memory or keyboard to the system. It should be noted that the panel is protected against Trojan or viruses.
To control and display the graphic menu, there is also an HDMI port for connecting to the monitor and a USB port for connecting to 
the touch LCD. Internal or external power supply can be used, with redundancy capabilities.

Panel menu
The panel menu can be displayed on an external or internal LCD and for the ease-of-use, the auto menu feature is designed. In this 
section, it’s possible to set all the control parameters in the simplest possible way. In settings, in addition to the use of the touch LCD 
and the knobs that are embedded on the panel, you can use the external keyboard to enter the settings. All settings that made by the 
user on the menu and the cards have the ability to backup and restore. Panel menu includes: Setup, Transition, PIP, Keyer, CG, DSK, 
Clean, Audio, RAM Recorder, Delayer, Internal Pattern, Status.



Specifications
Video

4: 2: 2 (Y, Cb, Cr), 10-bit

Formats

Processing

Keyers

Multi-Viewer

3G/HD/SD SDI: BNC type × Up to 16 (Upgrade option to 24)
IP/Fiber: (10G SFP+ / Fiber SFP)
Emergency SDI Input

Input Connectors

Output Connectors
3G/HD/SD SDI: BNC type (PGM, PVW, Clean, AUX)
HDMI: type A × Up to 2 (Multi-viewer)

SDI: 576-i50, 720-p50, 1080-i50, 1080-p25, 1080-p50
IP: SMPTE2022-5,6,7 & SMPTE2110

Reference input/output GenLock: Bi Level (PAL) or Tri Level Sync Signal

Transition Modes Mix, Cut, Wipe, Fade to Black, Fade to Color
* Transitions can be executed by Auto-Take or Fader Lever operation

PIPs: Real-time resize and reposition with joy-stick

Logo × 4
* Keyer type: Luminance-Key, Linear-Key, Self-Key, Matt-Key

DSK × 1 (External Keyer)
* Keyer type: Luminance-Key, Linear-Key, Self-Key, Matt-Key, Reversed-Key

2 × MIP Cards (Can be set in 16*1 + or 2×8*1 Multi View Screens)

Audio

Sampling Rate: Linear PCM, 24 bits/ 48 kHz

Processing

Format

Embedded SDI
2 × AES Inputs

Input Connectors

Output Connectors
Embedded SDI
Analog Audio (PFL)

Shuffler and Gain
Voice Over
Cross-Fade & Cut & Mute
Mixer
Frame Sync

Optional Features

Real-time automatic Up/Down/Cross on selected SDI inputs

CG

Up/Down/Cross

Delay up to 40 seconds on Selected HD-SDI Input Stream
* Can Combine with 1-CH RAM Recorder with up to 20 seconds HD-SDI Delay

Delayer

RAM Recorder
Store up to 40 seconds of Selected HD-SDI Input Stream
* Can be configured as 2-CH RAM Recorder with 20 seconds HD-SDI Record storage
* 2×2-CH Cards can be used to achieve 4-CH RAM Recorder

CG generator with Text Crawler, Text Overlay, Programmable Timer and RSS support

Other Features

MXF container

SAN & NAS Storage

Media browser with searching

Back-to-Back transition

RAID Supported



GPIO

40 GPI ,8 GPO Connector

Control Panel

Interfaces

Display
4 OLED Display

Controller
1×Video Fader lever
3-Axis Joystick
4-Rotary Knobs

2 Redundant LAN, 3 USB ports and 1 HDMI Output (Used for Panel Menu)

Protocols SNMP Support, FTP Server Support

OLED for PGM/ PVW bus level

Protection Guard for take, CUT, FTB Buttons

Internal Speaker

Multi-Color Keys

Silent Operation

Other Features

Two 7 inch Touch Displays


